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ance with the vast scene as our American winter
turned to a Canadian spring.
But there is more than one America; and in 1931 a
happy summons took me to Argentina and Brazil,
resulting in a good many things, of which one was a book
first  issued  in  the  name   of   argentine   tango
and reprinted here.   Duties in the same area recalled
me to Brazil in 1934 and sent me back to Buenos Aires
to renew old friendships and to live through that
memorable evening when I sat patiently in a ring-side
seat (for the sufficient reason that I could not get
away], while twenty thousand people did their level lest
to burn the building down because of a slight disagree-
ment with the referee about some heavyweights and were
finally prevailed on to go home to bed by the combined
persuasions of sword-bayonets and tear-gas bombs, with-
out recourse, however, to the ultimate expedient of
boiling water from the fire-engines that were waiting
hopefully just round the corner.    That noble enter-
tainment, for which I can never hope to make any
adequate return to my distinguished host, is not in
these pages.    Nor are the splendours that we saw
in Mexico, when Popocatepetl veiled himself as the
road plunged down towards the incomparable terrace
of Cuernavaca, and the tall ahuehuetes stood in the
shadows of Chapultepec where Maximilian and Carlota
waited for their fate, and the bright tiles of church
fafades at Puebla danced in the sun, and all the corner-
stones of Teotihuacan grimaced and writhed to make
its visitors acquainted with the first America of all.
Or was the very first America the low Bahamian
shore Columbus saw as the long mid-ocean swell ran out
toward, his landfall, where the clouds are always piled
along the sky and we swam in and out among the
flashing fishes of the Spanish Main ?   For there are
so many Americas; and each of them seems to be more

